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Abstract
When children with ADHD are presented with behavioral choices, they struggle more than Typically Developing [TD] children  
to take into account contextual information necessary for making adaptive choices. The challenge presented by this type of 
behavioral decision making can be operationalized as a Conditional Discrimination Learning [CDL] task. We previously 
showed that CDL is impaired in children with ADHD. The present study explores whether this impairment can be remediated 
by increasing reward for correct responding or by reinforcing correct conditional choice behavior with situationally specific 
outcomes (Differential Outcomes). An arbitrary Delayed Matching-To-Sample [aDMTS] procedure was used, in which children 
had to learn to select the correct response given the sample stimulus presented (CDL). We compared children with ADHD 
(N = 45) and TD children (N = 49) on a baseline aDMTS task and sequentially adapted the aDMTS task so that correct choice 
behavior was rewarded with a more potent reinforcer (reward manipulation) or with sample-specific (and hence response-
specific) reinforcers (Differential Outcomes manipulation). At baseline, children with ADHD performed significantly worse 
than TD children. Both manipulations (reward optimization and Differential Outcomes) improved performance in the ADHD 
group, resulting in a similar level of performance to the TD group. Increasing the reward value or the response-specificity of 
reinforcement enhances Conditional Discrimination Learning in children with ADHD. These behavioral techniques may be 
effective in promoting the learning of adaptive behavioral choices in children with ADHD.

Keywords Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder · Differential Outcomes · Conditional Discrimination Learning · 
Reward · Treatment

Background

ADHD is marked by elevated levels of inattention,  
hyperactivity and impulsiveness that are inconsistent 
with a child’s developmental stage (American Psychiatric  
Association, 2013). As a result of these symptoms, children 
with ADHD often fail to conform to the expected social, 
cognitive and emotional requirements of their environment, 
increasing their risk of adverse outcomes later in  
development (Wehmeier et al., 2010; Willcutt et al., 2005). 
A critical skill for adaptive socio-emotional and cognitive 
functioning is the ability to align one’s actions with the 
frequently changing expectations or requirements of 
the environment (e.g., being quiet and deferential in the 
classroom, being energetic and assertive in the playground) 
(Urcuioli, 2005). Numerous researchers have observed that 
children with ADHD have difficulty adapting their behavior 
to shifting environmental demands (Nigg & Casey, 2005; 
Sagvolden et al., 2005).
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A widely used paradigm for testing behavioral adaptation 
to environmental expectations in laboratory research is a 
Conditional Discrimination Learning [CDL] task (Martínez 
et al., 2012; Mok et al., 2017). Conditional Discrimination 
Learning can be tested in an arbitrary Matching-To-Sample 
[aMTS] procedure in which associations have to be learned 
between non-similar, non-related sample stimuli and choice 
responses (Estévez et al., 2001; Trapold, 1970). On a given 
trial participants are presented with a single sample stimulus, 
e.g.,  S1, followed by a choice between two responses  R1 and 
 R2, and they have to learn to select the correct response. 
Importantly, which choice response is correct is dependent 
on the sample stimulus presented:  R1 may be the correct 
choice for  S1, but for another stimulus  S2,  R2 may be the 
correct choice response. When a retention interval is 
inserted between the offset of the sample stimulus and the 
appearance of the choice stimuli, the aMTS task becomes an 
arbitrary Delayed Matching-To-Sample [aDMTS] task (Case 
et al., 2015; Skinner, 1950). Due to its conditional nature, 
this instrumental learning task models the capacity to adapt 
choice behavior to situational requirements or hierarchical 
reinforcement contingencies (Mok et al., 2009).

Despite its clear clinical relevance, there is very little 
research on CDL in ADHD (for exceptions, see De Meyer 
et al., 2019; Gitten et al., 2006). The few available studies 
show no evidence for a deficit in CDL learning in children 
with ADHD compared to TD children when choice stimuli 
immediately follow the sample stimuli. However, in daily 
life a delay between environmental cues and behavioral 
choice is the rule rather than the exception (e.g., as 
when a child is instructed to begin a new task after first 
completing another one). We recently showed that under 
delay conditions (imposing a delay of 8 or 16 s between 
the sample stimulus and response choice), children with 
ADHD show poorer learning than TD children on a CDL 
task (De Meyer et al., 2019). In addition to being a good 
marker of children’s everyday ability to use environmental 
cues to adapt their behavior (Martínez et al., 2009), CDL 
delay tasks can potentially be used as an indicator whether 
intervention strategies, aimed at improving the ability to 
adapt behavior to contextual demands have the potential to 
work. This knowledge can be used for further development 
and testing of interventions in more ecologically valid 
designs and studies (e.g., micro trials; Staff et al., 2021).

One potential way to improve the degree to which 
children with ADHD adapt their behavior to environmental 
expectations, and thus to increase task performance on a 
CDL task, is by increasing the value of the associated 
reward. The use of a larger reinforcement (e.g., a large 
monetary reward, as compared to a small reward or 
feedback only) has been shown capable of normalizing the 
on-task performance of children with ADHD compared to 
TD children, including the amelioration of performance 

deficits linked to executive impairments (e.g., in working 
memory) in children with ADHD (Dovis et al., 2012; Fosco 
et al., 2015; Luman et al., 2005; Slusarek et al., 2001). 
Whether such an incentive-oriented manipulation would 
also be effective in improving CDL performance is to be 
determined.

Inspiration for a more cognitively oriented way to 
remediate impairments in adaptive choice behavior in 
children with ADHD can be found in the associative 
learning literature. Providing Differential Outcomes [DO] 
or response-specific reinforcement is a frequently used 
technique to overcome learning and memory deficits in 
clinical as well as non-clinical samples (Urcuioli, 2005). In 
DO, stimulus–response relationships are reinforced using 
response-unique, rather than general, outcomes; correctly 
choosing  R1 after presentation of  S1 will result in outcome 
 O1, while correctly choosing  R2 after presentation of  S2 
will result in a different outcome  O2. This is in contrast 
to a non-Differential Outcomes [nDO] procedure, where 
different outcomes are provided randomly  (O1 or  O2), 
irrespective of the response, or the standard Common 
Outcomes [CO] procedure where only one outcome is 
used to signal correct responding across trials (Holden & 
Overmier, 2014; Overmier & Linwick, 2001). The use of a 
DO procedure allows for the formation of specific sample-
outcome and response-outcome associations: besides an 
S-R association, an S-O association is formed that contains 
information on the specific outcome that can be earned for 
correct responding to the sample stimulus (Urcuioli, 2005). 
Given that this specific outcome is also linked uniquely to a 
specific choice response, the acquired S-O associations can 
help support correct choice behavior (i.e., the correct choice 
is not only supported by a direct S-R association but also by 
an indirect S-O-R associative chain) (Hochhalter & Joseph, 
2001; Mok & Overmier, 2007). Thus, when the sample 
stimulus (S) is presented, it activates a prospective memory 
representation of a specific, to-be-earned outcome (S-O 
association) that primes a specific choice response. This 
prospective memory representation can help to overcome the 
memory load created by the imposition of a delay between 
the disappearance of the sample stimulus and the appearance 
of the choice stimuli (Overmier & Linwick, 2001).

In existing contingency management programs for 
children with ADHD, explicitly linking specific rewards to 
certain behaviors (e.g., differently colored stickers or marbles 
for various forms of situationally appropriate behaviors) as in 
a DO procedure, is to our knowledge not specifically being 
taught in behavioral management programs (Staff et al., 
2021). There is substantial evidence that DO has beneficial 
effects on learning and memory in typically developing 
children and adults (Plaza et al., 2018; Urcuioli, 2005) and 
in other clinical groups (e.g., in Autism, Down’s, Prader-
Willi and Korsakoff syndromes, and in Alzheimer’s disease) 
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(Esteban et al., 2014; Hochhalter & Joseph, 2001; Joseph 
et al., 1997; Vivas et al., 2018). Studies in Korsakoff and 
Prader-Willi patients show benefits of DO in delayed and non-
delayed conditional discrimination learning tasks (Hochhalter 
& Joseph, 2001; Joseph et al., 1997) and suggest that it has 
potential for targeting forgetfulness in daily life in clinical 
patients (e.g., for remembering the intake of medication). 
Given that Prader-Willi and Korsakoff syndromes share 
characteristics with ADHD (including the presence of 
impairments in learning and memory) (Hochhalter & Joseph, 
2001), we speculate that the use of DO may facilitate learning 
and attenuate the performance deficit that children with 
ADHD exhibit in conditional discrimination learning under 
delays (De Meyer et al., 2019; Martínez et al., 2009, 2013; 
Overmier & Linwick, 2001).

Differential Outcomes procedures can be integrated 
in an aDMTS task in different ways, involving different 
types of outcomes. In a standard implementation of DO, 
the outcomes used can be conditioned (or secondary) 
reinforcers (e.g., a token) and/or primary reinforcers 
(Estévez et  al., 2001; Martínez et  al., 2009, 2013). 
The latter are hedonic reinforcers that are intrinsically 
motivating (e.g., food or water in animal research) 
(Estévez et  al., 2001; Martínez et  al., 2009, 2013). 
Whereas often in DO studies response-specific secondary 
and response-specific primary reinforcers are used as 
outcomes (e.g., response-specific tokens that can later be 
exchanged for token-specific candy), emerging evidence 
suggests that response-specificity at one level of outcome 
(e.g., only at the level of the secondary reinforcer) may be 
sufficient to achieve a beneficial DO effect. Then again, 
children with ADHD are known to process reinforcement 
differently than TD children and may need more optimal 
reinforcement than TD children to perform well on tasks 
(Dovis et al., 2012; Luman et al., 2010). When studying 
DO in children with ADHD, it is therefore important 
to determine whether response-specific primary and 
secondary reinforcement is superior to response-specific 
secondary reinforcement only.

In summary, the aim of the present study was to investigate 
whether enhancing the value of reward (remediation 1) and/
or introducing differential outcomes (remediation 2) would 
ameliorate deficits in CDL performance, under conditions 
of delay, observed in children with ADHD compared to TD 
children. Within differential outcomes, we also assessed 
the importance of the degree of response-specificity of 
reinforcement; i.e., is there a difference in the effectiveness 
of response specific secondary reinforcer compared to 
response specific primary and secondary reinforcement.

Immediately before the start of the current study, all 
children had performed a series of CDL tasks with increasing 
delays to determine the delay at which their performance 
tapered off (De Meyer et al., 2019). It is that performance 

which serves as the baseline for the current study, and 
the associated delay which was used in the manipulations 
reported here (see Fig.  1 – Phase 1). Two different 
procedures were sequentially evaluated for their effect on 
the children’s CDL performance: (1) in the first CDL task, 
€10 could be accumulated through correct responding (large 
reward condition) (see Fig. 1 – Phase 2); (2) in subsequent 
CDL tasks, we used a within-subjects manipulation to 
compare the effects of DO and nDO on performance. In 
DO, making the correct choice led to unique outcomes and 
thus specific stimulus–response relations were learned. 
This differs from nDO where, non-specific outcomes were 
provided after correct choice responses, irrespective of the 
response (within-subjects) (see Fig. 1 – Phase 3). Based on 
previous research (Dovis et al., 2012; Luman et al., 2005; 
Slusarek et al., 2001), we expected that both procedures (the 
provision of larger reinforcers as well as the provision of DO 
reinforcers for correct choice behavior) would improve CDL 
performance under delay conditions, in the two groups, with 
a more pronounced effect for those with ADHD.

Between-subjects, we manipulated whether DO applied to 
secondary reinforcement only (with primary reinforcement 
being non-differential) or to secondary and primary 
reinforcement (see Fig. 1 – Phase 3). This was achieved by 
random assignment of the participants to either primary 
and secondary DO or secondary DO only. We predicted 
that ADHD and TD groups would both benefit more from 
a DO procedure where primary and secondary reinforcers 
were response-unique than from a DO procedure where only 
secondary reinforcers were response-unique. We expected 
these effects would again be more pronounced in children 
with ADHD, due to their altered reinforcement sensitivity.

Method

Forty-six children with a prior diagnosis of ADHD (22 
combined, 18 inattentive, and 6 hyperactive/impulsive) and 
55 typically developing children participated in the study. 
Six participants (5 = TD, 1 = ADHD) were subsequently 
excluded due to an error in administration; i.e., an incorrect 
delay was selected from the baseline aDMTS tasks for use 
in the reward, nDO and DO tasks. The children, aged 8 
to 12 years, were recruited through the clinical networks 
of the authors (ADHD group) and local schools (TD 
group). Study inclusion criteria were: (a) an estimated IQ 
score ≥ 80, based on the short form of the Dutch version of 
the Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children [WISC-III-NL] 
(b) absence of any sensory, neurological or motor disorder 
or a clinical diagnosis of Autism Spectrum Disorder (as 
indicated by parents) (c) absence of a clinical diagnosis of 
Conduct Disorder [CD] as assessed by the CD section of 
the Disruptive Behavior Disorders module of the Diagnostic 
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Interview Schedule for Children, Parent Version (PDISC; 
Shaffer et al., 2000) and (d) not taking any medication other 
than stimulant medication (in the case of ADHD) which 
participants were willing to withdraw 24 h prior to testing 
(Greenhill, 1998).

The diagnosis of ADHD was established by a certified 
psychiatrist or clinical psychologist and DSM-criteria were 
confirmed by the PDISC. Typically Developing children 
were required to fall within the normal range on the 
Inattentive and Hyperactivity/Impulsivity section (≤ 90.9th 
percentile), Oppositional Defiant Disorder [ODD] section 
(≤ 95.2nd percentile) and CD section (≤ 95.2nd percentile) 
of the Disruptive Behavior Disorder Rating Scale (DBDRS; 
Dutch translation: Oosterlaan et al., 2008) as endorsed by 
parents.

Measures

WISC-III-NL, short version: Vocabulary and Block Design, 
two subtests from the Dutch version of the WISC-III (Kort 
et al., 2005), were administered to estimate full-scale IQ. 

This composite score exhibits satisfactory validity and 
reliability (0.86 and 0.91) and is highly correlated with full-
scale IQ (Sattler, 2001).

PDISC: The clinical assessment followed the algorithm 
of the Diagnostic Interview Schedule for Children, Parent 
Version (Shaffer et al., 2000). This interview, based on the 
DSM-IV criteria, has adequate psychometric properties 
(test–retest reliability = 0.79) and is a reliable assessment 
tool to assess DSM symptoms of ADHD, ODD and CD 
(Shaffer et al., 2000). The interviewers, licensed clinical 
psychologists or Masters students in clinical psychology, 
were trained by the first author in administering the PDISC.

DBDRS: The Dutch version of the Disruptive Behavior 
Disorder Rating Scale (Oosterlaan et al., 2008) contains 
four DSM-IV-TR based scales assessing Inattention, 
Hyperactivity/Impulsivity, ODD and CD symptoms. The 
42-item questionnaire is designed to be completed by parents 
of children between six and sixteen years of age. Parents were 
asked to rate the behavior of their child on a 4-point Likert 
scale, ranging from 0 (not at all) to 3 (very much). Raw scores 
(ratings added across all symptoms) were transformed to norm 
scores ranging between 10  (50th percentile, non-clinical) 

Fig. 1  Study overview. Prior to the start of the current study, 
the delay at which CDL performance declined was determined 
individually through administration of aDMTS tasks with increasing 
delays between sample and choice stimuli (Baseline, phase 1). 
In phase 2, an aDMTS task with the same delay but including a 
monetary reward (possibility of obtaining 10 euros in addition to 

feedback only in the baseline condition) was administered. In phase 
3, aDMTS tasks were administered under nDO and DO conditions 
(with order counterbalanced across participants). Within the DO 
manipulation, half of the participants were exposed to secondary 
reinforcement only and the other half to secondary as well as primary 
reinforcement, i.e., between-subject within the groups
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and 19 (99.9th percentile, clinical). Adequate psychometric 
properties are reported for a Flemish sample; internal 
consistencies for the Inattention (α = 0.90), Hyperactivity/
Impulsivity (α = 0.87), ODD (α = 0.88) and CD subscales 
(α = 0.66) (Oosterlaan et al., 2008) are moderate to high. 

Conditional Discrimination Learning Task: Baseline 
Assessment

In phase 1, initial CDL performance was assessed through 
repeated arbitrary Delayed Matching-To-Sample [aDMTS] 
tasks, as reported in De Meyer et al. (2019).1 In each aDMTS 
task, participants learnt arbitrary relationships between a new 
set of sample stimuli and choice stimuli (see Fig. 2 – Panel 
a); conditional upon the presentation of sample stimulus  S1, 
selection of  C1 is the correct response and upon presentation 
of  S2, selection of  C2 is the correct response. Children 
learnt the correct  (S1-C1 and  S2-C2) associations through a 
feedback-based trial-and-error procedure; correct responses 
were followed by a smiley face, incorrect responses were 
followed by a red cross. To increase the level of difficulty, a 

third choice stimulus  C3 was added on all trials. In order for 
participants to become acquainted with the task, a training 
phase was presented prior to the first CDL task.

Across the task, there was a gradual increase in the retention 
interval between sample and choice stimuli (from 0 s through 8 s 
to 16 s) (see Fig. 1 – Baseline). Each retention interval involved 
24 trials (with the exception of the 0-s task, which included 36 
trials). The appearance of the sample stimulus  (S1 or  S2) and 
the position of the choice stimuli  (C1,  C2,  C3) was determined 
randomly for each trial (12 options) and a different set of stimuli 
was used for each delay. The correct sample-choice association 
was determined in advance and not counterbalanced. With 
increasing delay between the sample and choice stimuli, a drop 
in learning performance is consistently observed, typically 
attributed to an increased memory load (Case et al., 2015). 
The sample and choice stimuli for each CDL task were clearly 
distinguishable, randomly chosen abstract figures from MS 
Word 2008 presented in black on a white background square 
measuring 5 × 5 cm. Outcome stimuli were colored 10 × 10 cm 
smiley figures. The task was presented on a 15-inch touchscreen.

After performing the basic aDMTS tasks with increasing 
delays, the delay at which a participant failed to reach the 
criterion of 75% correct choices over the last 12 trials was 
used as the delay for that participant in the current study; final 

Fig. 2  Panel a – Baseline aDMTS procedure (retrieved from De Meyer 
et al., 2019). A randomly chosen sample stimulus is presented at the 
top of a touchscreen. Upon touching the sample stimulus, the screen 
is cleared. After a delay of 0, 8 or 16  s, three choice stimuli appear 
and remain on the screen until the child responds by touching one 
of the stimuli. The child’s task is to learn to select the correct choice 
stimulus for a given sample stimulus through trial and error. Correct 
responding yields a green or red smiley (randomly determined), 

incorrect responding is followed by a red cross (see Fig. 1 – Baseline). 
After 2  s, the next trial is presented.  Panel b – aDMTS task with 
increased reward. Children are presented with the aDMTS task with 
the relevant delay determined by their baseline performance. Correct 
responses yield smiley faces that accumulate towards a potential ten-
euro reward accompanied by specific reinforcement instructions “You 
have a higher chance at winning €10”. Incorrect responses yield a red 
cross (see Fig. 1 – Phase 2)

1 A detailed description of the aDMTS task is provided in De Meyer 
et al., 2019. 
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performance at that delay during the basic aDMTS tasks is used 
here as the children’s baseline. If participants achieved criterion 
for all tested delays, the 16-s delay was used for the current 
study and performance on that delay was used as the baseline 
to which both of the remediation procedures were compared.

Conditional Discrimination Learning Task: 
Reinforcement Manipulations

For the first reinforcement manipulation (phase 2), (see Fig. 2 
– Panel b), the aDMTS task, with an individually determined 
delay (see figure legend) was presented that included a 10 
euro monetary reward for correct choice behavior. At the 
beginning of the task, participants were informed about the 
change in reward outcome: ‘From now on, for every smiley 
you will earn a point. The more points you earn, the higher 
the chance you have at winning ten euros. When you have 
earned enough points, the game will end and you will see a 
green screen’, which was assumed to maintain motivation over 
time (Dovis et al., 2012). The ten one-euro coins that the child 
could earn were shown and placed in sight but out of reach; 
they remained in view throughout the entire task. All children 
received 10 euros at the end of testing, irrespective of their 
actual performance on the task.

In phase 3, we evaluated the second reinforcement 
manipulation, that is if CDL performance could be improved 
through the use of Differential Outcomes as compared to non-
Differential Outcomes. The order of nDO/DO and nature of DO 
(primary and secondary vs secondary) were varied between 
participants, stratified for gender, age, and group. All children 
performed both the nDO and DO tasks (within-subjects). The 
nature of the DO task (primary and secondary DO or secondary 
DO only) was manipulated between subjects. In the DO aDMTS 
task, correctly choosing  C1 after the presentation of  S1 resulted 
in outcome  O1 (a blue smiley), whereas correctly choosing 
 C2 after presentation of  S2 resulted in a different outcome  O2 
(a yellow smiley) (see Fig. 3 – Panel a). In order to test the 
influence of the degree of response-specificity of reinforcement 
(i.e., response specificity of secondary reinforcement only versus 
primary and secondary reinforcement), half of the children in 
each group (ADHD, TD) received primary and secondary 
DO, in that they were told that different smileys could later be 
exchanged for different rewards:  O1 (blue smiley) accumulated 
towards candy and  O2 (yellow smiley) towards a toy. At the 
beginning of the task, participants were informed about the 
change in reward outcome: For every yellow smiley you will 
earn yellow points and for every blue smiley you will earn blue 
points. At the end, you can exchange all the yellow points for toys 
and all the blue points for candy. The more yellow points you 
earn, the higher the chance you have at earning toys. The more 
blue points you earn, the higher the chance you have at earning 
candy. The other half of the children in each group received 
secondary DO only. They were told that secondary reinforcers 

accumulate towards non-differential primary reinforcers (both 
types of smileys earn candy and toy rewards); For every blue 
smiley you will earn blue points and for every yellow smiley you 
will earn yellow points. At the end, you can exchange all the blue 
points and all the yellow points together for toys and candy. The 
more points you earn, the higher the chance you have at earning 
candy and toys (see Fig. 3 – Panel a). All task instructions 
were explained to the participants and the researcher checked 
whether they understood all instructions. Participants were told 
that they needed to obtain enough smileys in order to receive a 
reward. In effect, all children received identical rewards after the 
programmed 24 trials irrespective of their performance. For the 
task, the sample stimuli, choice stimuli and correct association 
were randomly determined by the computer program.

In the nDO task, which could be presented before or after the 
DO task, correct responses yielded a randomly colored smiley, 
i.e., either a black or white smiley, unrelated to the sample 
presented (see Fig. 3 – Panel b). Children were told that smileys 
accumulated towards a reward (toys or candy, determined by the 
experimenter), in a non-differential way; For every smiley you 
will earn a point. At the end, you can exchange all the points for 
candy or toys. The more points you earn, the higher the chance 
you have at candy or toys. To control for reward level across 
conditions (i.e., DO and nDO) and the potential influence on 
their motivation, upon completing the 24 trials in the nDO task, 
children were rewarded with both toys and candy (explained 
as being a consequence of their outstanding performance) but 
unrelated to their actual performance (see Fig. 3 – Panel b).

In all tasks, CDL performance was measured as the 
percentage of correct responses across all trials of the task 
minus the first four (performance on the first four trials is 
determined by chance only). For each participant, this metric 
was calculated for 1) the baseline task (i.e., the aDMTS task 
from the baseline phase on which a participant failed to reach 
the 75% criterion, with this delay used in all subsequent tasks; 
2) the aDMTS task from Phase 2 (increased reward); and 3) the 
two aDMTS tasks from Phase 3 (nDO and DO).

Procedure

Before participating in the study, separate information letters 
were given to parents and children, and informed consent 
was obtained from both parents. While parents completed the 
structured interview (ADHD group only) and questionnaires 
(DBDRS and demographic questionnaire), children performed 
the experimental tasks in a distraction-free room. All 
participants completed the basic aDMTS task immediately 
before the tasks described here (baseline; for full results, see 
De Meyer et al., 2019). After determining each participant’s 
baseline delay, used in all subsequent tasks, the aDMTS task 
with monetary reward was conducted (Phase 2). All children 
received the monetary reward immediately afterwards. 
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Next, children performed the nDO and DO aDMTS tasks, 
in counterbalanced order (Phase 3). All tasks were separated 
by a 10-min break. The experimenter remained in the room 
throughout the testing procedure (± 100 min).2 All children 
were able to complete the tasks and families were compensated 
with an additional 10 euros for participating in the study.

The study was approved by the KU Leuven Social and 
Societal Ethics Committee (G-2015 01 156). The authors 
confirm that the study was conducted in line with the ethical 
standards of the institutional research committee and with the 
1975 declaration of Helsinki and its 2008 amendment.

Results

Review of the distribution of the outcome variables detected 
some extreme values (outliers) and high skewness and kurtosis 
for all outcome variables (unrelated to group), indicating 

Fig. 3  Panel a – DO aDMTS task. The basic aDMTS task was modi-
fied so that correct responses yield a sample-specific outcome (DO). 
All participants receive differential secondary reinforcers (smileys of 
a sample-specific color). For half of the participants, those second-
ary reinforcers accumulate towards differential primary reinforcers 
(smileys of one color earn a toy reward, the other earns candy), for 
the other participants, secondary reinforcers accumulate towards non-
differential primary reinforcers (both types of smileys earn candy and 
toy rewards) (see Fig. 1 – Phase 3). Panel b – nDO aDMTS task. An 

aDMTS is presented in which correct responses yield a non-specific 
outcome (nDO): Participants always receive non-differential sec-
ondary reinforcers (randomly white or black smileys) that accumu-
late towards a non-differential primary reinforcer (toys or candy, as 
instructed and determined by the experimenter) (see Fig.  1 – Phase 
3). In reality, children were rewarded with both toys and candy 
(explained as being a consequence of their outstanding performance) 
unrelated to their actual performance to control for reward level 
across conditions and the potential influence on their motivation

2 The tasks were part of a larger test battery including tasks on work-
ing memory and delay aversion (see De Meyer et al., 2019).
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non-normal distributions. Therefore, data was subjected to 
an arcsine transformation, as is recommended when outcome 
variables are percentages (see also IBM Corp. 2019; Zar, 1984).3 
After transformation, one extreme outlier4 was detected using 
boxplots and deleted from the dataset. For one other participant 
the last 4 of 24 trials in the DO condition were missing. These 
missing values were replaced by the average score of the group 
(TD) for this variable (Field, 2013). The ADHD and TD groups 
did not differ in mean age or family education level but did differ 
in gender distribution (χ2 = 4.62, p = 0.032) with an uneven 
distribution of boys (N = 31) and girls (N = 14) in the ADHD 
group compared with the control group (see Table 1 and the 
appendix for demographic characteristics). As often observed 
in studies of children with ADHD, there was a main effect of 
group for IQ with children in the TD group scoring higher than 

children with ADHD, F(1, 92) = 10.89, p = 0.001, ηp2 = 0.106. 
Neither IQ nor gender were included as covariates in the analysis 
as neither variable correlated with any of the outcome variables.

To determine if adding a large reward or changing the 
associative structure of the task improved CDL performance, 
two group x task repeated-measures ANOVAs were run, the 
first comparing performance on the baseline aDMTS task with 
the monetary reward aDMTS task across the ADHD and TD 
groups. The second one comparing performance on the DO and 
nDO aDMTS tasks across the two groups. Additionally, a group 
x condition fixed-factors ANOVA was conducted to compare 
CDL performance between the two groups (ADHD/TD) when 
the DO manipulation involved secondary reinforcement only 
versus primary and secondary reinforcement. Post-hoc analyses, 
independent-samples t-tests and paired-samples t-tests were 
conducted to identify the source of the significant interaction 
effects. Effect sizes are reported for ease of interpretation; small 
(ηp2 = 0.01; d = 0.2); moderate (ηp2 = 0.06; d = 0.5) and large 
(ηp2 = 0.14; d = 0.8) (Cohen, 1988, 1992).

The distribution of the individually determined delays, 
selected on the basis of performance in the baseline tasks, was 

Table 1  Demographic and 
Clinical Characteristics for the 
ADHD and TD children

ADHD  Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder, TD  Typically Developing, FSIQ  Full Scale IQ, PDISC   
Diagnostic Interview Schedule for Children, Parent Version, DBDRS  Disruptive Behavior Rating Scale 
ODD Oppositional Defiant Disorder, CD Conduct Disorder
*p < .05, **p < .01, ***p < .001
a High (1) = University Education; Average (2) = Non-University Higher Education; Low (3) = Secondary 
Education (or less); 3 missing data points (1 = ADHD; 2 = TD)
b 2 missing data points for ADHD group

ADHD TD
M(SD) M(SD) F/χ2 p

Gender N 4.62 0.032*
  Male (N/%) 31 (68.89) 23 (46.94)
  Female (N/%) 14 (31.11) 26 (53.06)
Age (years) 10.29 (0.99) 10.07 (1.21) 0.90 0.346
FSIQ 98.00 (11.72) 105.35 (9.84) 10.89 0.001**
Dyscalculia (N/%) 1 (2.22) 0
Dyslexia (N/%) 4 (8.88) 0
ODD (PDISC – N/%) 44 (46.80) -
Medication (N/%) 23 (51.11) 0
Maternal  education1 1.93 (0.82) 1.72 (0.74) 2.04 0.360
DBDRS (norm scores)2

Inattention 15.02 (2.01) 10.53 (1.00) 191.56  < 0.001***
Hyperactivity/Impulsivity 14.23 (2.44) 10.51 (0.98) 96.51  < 0.001***
ODD 12.42 (2.43) 10.71 (1.24) 18.57  < 0.001***
CD 11.42 (1.53) 10.96 (1.15) 2.68 0.105

PDISC (number of symptoms)
Inattention 7.43 (1.65) -
Hyperactivity/Impulsivity 6.00 (2.57) -
ODD 3.23 (2.14) -
CD 0.45 (0.79) -

3 Data analysis on transformed and untransformed data was applied 
(both parametric and non-parametric), leading to similar results.
4 Performance that is more extreme than three times the length of 
the boxplot (between the  25th and  75th percentile), as marked with an 
asterisk (*) on the boxplot.
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not significantly different between the groups, χ2 (2) = 5.75, 
p = 0.056. For the majority of children with ADHD and all 
TD children, a delay of 16 s was selected (ADHD: n = 40, 
TD: n = 49); for the remaining children in the ADHD group, 
an 8-s (n = 3) or 0-s (n = 2) delay was selected.

The first 2 (group: ADHD vs TD) × 2 (condition: 
baseline vs monetary reward) repeated measures ANOVA 
yielded statistically significant main effects for condition, 
F(1, 92) = 6.97, p = 0.010, ηp2 = 0.070 and group, F(1, 
92) = 9.45, p = 0.003, ηp2 = 0.093, and a significant 
condition by group interaction,5 F(1, 92) = 4.60, 
p = 0.035, ηp2 = 0.048; adding a monetary reward had a 
larger impact on the CDL performance of children with 

ADHD compared to TD children (see Fig. 4, Table 2). 
Follow-up independent-samples t-tests indicated that 
children with ADHD differed significantly from the 
TD children at baseline t(79.18)6 = 3.29, p = 0.002, 
d = 0.69, but not following the addition of a monetary 
reward, t(92) = 1.56, p = 0.122, d = 0.32. Paired-samples 
t-tests showed that the difference in CDL performance 
between the baseline task and the monetary reward task 
performance was significant for children with ADHD, 
t(44) = -2.85, p = 0.007, d = 0.43 but not for TD children, 
t(48) = -0.44, p = 0.666, d = 0.06.

The effect of DO versus nDO was compared between 
groups in a 2 (condition; DO vs nDo) × 2 (group; ADHD vs 

Fig. 4  CDL performance across 
tasks for children with ADHD 
and TD children. For ease of 
interpretation untransformed 
data is displayed. **p < 0.01

Table 2  Percentage of Correct 
Responses (with Standard 
Deviations)1 and Univariate 
ANOVA  Results2 for Baseline, 
Reward, Differential Outcomes 
and Non-Differential Outcomes 
Tasks in the ADHD and TD 
groups

ADHD Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder; TD Typically Developing
** p < .01
1 Based on untransformed data
2 Based on transformed data

ADHD TD

M (SD) M (SD) F p ηp2

Baseline 72.53 (19.93) 85.51 (11.10) 11.10 0.001** 0.108
Reward 83.56 (12.23) 86.53 (11.69) 2.43 0.122 0.026
Differential Outcomes 81.22 (16.89) 88.01 (7.72) 3.71 0.057 0.039
DO—secondary 80.42 (19.39) 88.94 (7.81) 2.15 0.149 0.043
DO—primary & secondary 82.14 (13.93) 86.96 (7.65) 1.53 0.223 0.035
Non-Differential Outcomes 76.33 (21.52) 87.86 (14.22) 12.71 0.001** 0.121

5 We analyzed the data including only those children tested with a 
16 s-delay. The main effects of condition and group remained signifi-
cant. The previously significant interaction effect was no longer sig-
nificant (p = 0.131).
6 Degrees of freedom are for equal variances not assumed (signifi-
cant Levene’s test).
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TD) repeated measures ANOVA.7 There was a significant main 
effect of group, F(1, 92) = 10.87, p = 0.001, ηp2 = 0.106, but not 
condition, F(1, 92) = 0.19, p = 0.665, ηp2 = 0.002. The group x 
condition interaction was significant, F(1, 92) = 5.37, p = 0.023, 
ηp2 = 0.055 (see Fig. 4, Table 2). Follow-up paired-samples 
and independent-samples t-tests showed that performance 
did not differ significantly between nDO and DO for either 
group, t(48) = -1.46, p = 0.152, d = 0.23 (TD) and t(44) = 1.79, 
p = 0.081, d = 0.26 (ADHD), however for children with ADHD, 
compared to TD children, the percentage of correct choices was 
significantly lower under nDO, t(92) = 3.57, p = 0.001, d = 0.74, 
but not under DO, t(70.88)8 = 1.89, p = 0.063, d = 0.39. The 
order in which the conditions were presented did not influence 
the results when included as a covariate.

To explore whether a combination of response-specific 
secondary and primary reinforcement is more effective on CDL 
performance than response-specific secondary reinforcement 
only, a 2 (condition; secondary vs primary and secondary) × 2 
(group; ADHD vs TD) factorial ANOVA was run. Results 
showed that there was no significant group, F(1, 90) = 3.56, 
p = 0.062, ηp2 = 0.038, or condition effect, F(1, 90) = 0.23, 
p = 0.636, ηp2 = 0.003, nor a group by condition interaction F(1,  
90) = 0.11, p = 0.740, ηp2 = 0.001 (see Fig. 5).9 Applying DO 
at secondary level only or at both primary and secondary level 
did not differentially impact performance in the two groups.

Discussion

Children with ADHD experience difficulty in using feedback 
to adapt their behavior in the presence of delays (Conditional 
Discrimination Learning). Here we evaluated the ability 
of different reinforcement manipulations to improve 
performance on a CDL task. Specifically, we tested the 
effects of increasing reinforcer size and the introduction 
of Differential Outcomes (i.e. response-specific reward 
outcomes). Within DO, we explored whether response-
specific primary and secondary reinforcement was superior 
to response-specific secondary reinforcement only.

Contrary to our prediction that increasing reward size or 
value would have a positive effect on CDL performance under 
conditions of delay in both groups, we found a significant 
improvement in performance, i.e., a higher percentage of 
correct responses compared with baseline conditions, in 
the ADHD group only. Under increased reward conditions, 
the performance of the ADHD and TD group was no 
longer significantly different, suggesting a normalization of 
performance for the ADHD children.

Similarly, adding a specific reward outcome to sample-
choice associations, i.e., DO, improved performance on the 
delayed CDL task in children with ADHD only. Although 
a significant difference in performance was found between 
the groups when using non-differential outcomes, under DO 
reward conditions the difference between the ADHD group 

Fig. 5  DO performance across 
conditions for children with 
ADHD and TD children. For 
ease of interpretation untrans-
formed data is displayed

9 The order in which the conditions were presented did not influence 
the results when included as a covariate.

7 We reanalyzed the data including only those children tested with 
a 16  s-delay. The main effects of group remained significant. The 
previously significant interaction effect was no longer significant 
(p = 0.052).
8 Degrees of freedom are for equal variances not assumed.
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and the TD group was no longer significant. Again, this 
suggests that adding DO may normalize CDL performance in 
children with ADHD. Further, we predicted that manipulating 
the nature of the reward within DO would affect performance. 
The data do not support this hypothesis, i.e., primary and 
secondary DO performance did not differ from performance 
under secondary DO only, for either group.

The observation of improved CDL performance through 
reward maximalization is in accordance with earlier findings 
that indicate beneficial effects of reward optimization on deficits 
in Executive Functioning [EF] performance in ADHD (Dovis 
et al., 2012; Fosco et al., 2015; Slusarek et al., 2001). In a 
DMTS task, a drop in accuracy under conditions of delay is 
often attributed to deficits in short-term (Etkin & D’Amato, 
1969; Roberts & Grant, 1978) or working memory (Case 
et al., 2015; Kempton et al., 1999), although the literature has 
not addressed which specific memory aspect is involved in 
aDMTS. Our previous study (De Meyer et al., 2019), however, 
suggested that neither short-term nor working memory was 
related to performance on the aDMTS CDL task. The task 
used to evaluate memory in that study (Corsi Block Tapping 
Task; visual-spatial memory), may not have assessed memory 
components required for CDL learning. The current study 
shows that adding a reward improves performance on a CDL 
task under delay, although the specific mechanisms responsible 
for this improvement have yet to be determined.

Improvement of CDL performance through a monetary 
reward involves an increase in reward value, which might 
have served to remediate an underlying memory (short-term 
or working) deficit. The impact of DO on CDL performance 
might likewise be mediated by an effect on memory; the 
nDO and DO conditions did not differ in reward size, but 
rather in the specificity of reward. Although the increase 
in performance from nDO to DO in children with ADHD 
failed to reach significance (p = 0.081), DO did appear to 
“normalize” performance in the ADHD group, i.e., they 
performed more similarly to TD children on CDL. One 
explanation for the effect of a DO procedure on aDMTS 
performance is that it allows for the associative activation of 
a prospective memory representation upon presentation of 
the sample stimulus that primes correct choice behavior. This 
extra memory representation might have helped to counter 
possible short-term or working memory deficits that could 
impair aDMTS CDL performance in children with ADHD.

An alternative explanation for increased performance on 
the CDL task through increased reward or DO centers on their 
emotional-motivational effects (Sonuga-Barke, 2002). Within a 
CDL task, the delay between the sample and the choice stimuli 
(and the associated reward) can trigger a negative emotional 
state in children with ADHD, known as Delay Aversion (Antrop 
et al., 2006), which can result in inattentive and hyperactive 
symptoms and lead to decreased task performance (Marco et al., 
2009). The addition of a more salient reinforcer or DO possibly 

helps to overcome such aversion caused by delay, e.g., through 
increased attention towards the sample-choice association. 
However, our previous study did not find an association between 
delay aversion and CDL performance under a delay (De Meyer 
et al., 2019), rendering this explanation less likely. Alternatively, 
a more rewarding or response-unique outcome may simply 
serve to increase the motivation of children with ADHD to 
perform the CDL task as well as possible. However, given 
reward intensity was equal across the DO and nDO conditions, 
a simple motivational account does not offer a convincing 
explanation for the effects of DO. Nevertheless, the results do 
indicate an improvement in CDL performance through use of a 
large monetary reward for children with ADHD, removing the 
significant difference in performance between ADHD and TD 
groups that was observed at baseline.

Contrary to the results of earlier studies (e.g., Martínez et al., 
2013; Mok & Overmier, 2007; Molina et al., 2015) and our own 
predictions, associating a specific outcome to a stimulus-choice 
association (DO) did not significantly improve the performance 
of TD children. This may be due to a ceiling effect in the 
baseline performance of TD children, leaving limited room for 
change. Findings from previous research suggest a facilitating 
effect of DO on performance only when the task is sufficiently 
challenging (e.g., a 4-cue task for adults) (Estévez et al., 2001; 
Maki et al., 1995; Miller et al., 2002). Despite care in task 
development (balancing task difficulty for both groups through 
pilot studies), DO would perhaps only facilitate performance in 
TD children in a more challenging task design.

Additionally, it was hypothesized that the use of response-
specific secondary and primary reinforcement would 
enhance performance as compared to response-specific 
secondary reinforcement only. Unexpectedly, performance 
was similar in both DO conditions. It may be that presenting 
a response-specific secondary reinforcer is already potent 
enough to create a performance ceiling effect, thereby 
leaving little room for further improvement with response-
specific primary reinforcement. It is also possible that the 
absence of a difference between these two forms of DO is 
related to the similarity in instructions between primary DO 
only and primary and secondary DO. The instructions given 
to the children in both DO conditions were quite similar (see 
Appendix), with children being promised candy and a toy 
in each (be it differential in one condition but not the other).

The current study comes with some caveats. To begin with, 
we did not succeed in collecting teacher ratings to confirm the 
ADHD diagnosis for all participants due to practical constraints 
(i.e., no response, children changing teachers, absence of 
contact information) and therefore cannot confirm the cross 
situational severity of symptoms, considered a core diagnostic 
criterion in the diagnosis of ADHD. While acknowledging this 
limitation, most of the children who entered the study had been 
previously assessed and diagnosed through the KU Leuven 
university hospital, by means of multi-method, multi-informant 
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assessments where also cross-situational severity was taken 
into account. Over the course of the study (including the 
baseline testing reported in De Meyer et al., 2019), the aDMTS 
task was administered four times. An influence of repeated 
task administration on performance cannot be excluded, 
although the significant group difference in nDO performance 
(involving either the third or fourth aDMTS task, depending 
on counterbalancing) and the absence of a significant within-
group difference between the baseline and nDO performance, 
t(93) = -1.74, p = 0.086, argue against a simple task training 
effect. The current design did not allow us to control for the 
contextual effect of being rewarded with a monetary reward 
before the DO-nDO conditions, as the monetary reward 
condition was always presented first, after which DO and nDO 
were presented in counterbalanced order. Therefore, we cannot 
strictly rule out that delivering a large monetary reward ahead 
of the DO/nDO tasks differentially affected performance of the 
ADHD and TD groups. Another possible limitation relates to 
the stimuli used in the aDMTS task. Over the four aDMTS tasks 
(baseline, reward, DO, nDO), the set of stimuli used was fixed 
and not counterbalanced. Therefore, performance differences 
between aDMTS manipulations might, in principle, be due to 
stimuli-specific characteristics. However, considerable care 
was taken to establish stimulus sets of equal difficulty. In 
addition, it is possible that the task instructions influenced 
reward expectations differently for the DO and nDO conditions, 
favoring the DO condition. Although this effect was not evident 
in the performance of TD children (equal performance in DO vs 
nDO) we cannot rule out an ADHD specific differential effect. 
Finally, due the between-subjects manipulation of DO (primary 
and secondary versus secondary DO only), groups were rather 
small, reducing power to detect significant differences between 
those two forms of DO.

Despite the promising results, questions remain regarding 
the mechanism underlying the DO phenomenon effect. Further 
work is needed to disentangle what underlies the effectiveness 
of DO. This is important to provide a better understanding of 
its positive effects for children with ADHD. In future studies 
it would be important to test whether a DO effect can also be 
achieved through other types of response-specific reinforcers 
(e.g., differential versus non-differential social reinforcers).

Clinical Implications

The findings of this study have a number of implications for 
maximizing the impact of operant techniques in behavioral 
treatment for ADHD. In Behavioral Parent Training [BPT], a 
token economy  is a widely used operant technique with the 
core aim of increasing adaptive and reducing inappropriate 
behavior in children with ADHD (Sullivan & O’Leary, 
1990). In a token economy, children are rewarded with 
specific tokens (e.g., marbles, stickers, etc.) for adaptive 
behavior. A standard token economy, however, applies 

only one token type to target various forms of situationally 
appropriate behaviors (e.g., a sticker for sitting still during 
mathematics and for playing nicely with siblings) (Coelho 
et al., 2015). Our results suggest that applying response-
specific reinforcers may increase the learning of situation-
specific stimulus–response associations in children with 
ADHD. This differential rewarding approach has already 
proven beneficial in a range of clinical populations (Esteban 
et al., 2014; Hochhalter & Joseph, 2001; Overmier & Linwick, 
2001) and is often implemented in token economy programs 
for children with Autism Spectrum Disorder (Fairbanks & 
Sugai, 2014; Neitzel, 2010), a neurodevelopmental disorder 
with a significant overlap in clinical behavioral features and 
etiology with ADHD (Craig et al., 2015).

While the increase of reward value through monetary 
means also increases performance in children with ADHD, 
realistically, the addition of a high-value reward (e.g., 10 
euro) is less feasible in real-life situations compared to the 
relatively simple implementation of DO. In the present 
study, DO was as effective as a high value of reward in 
increasing CDL performance in children with ADHD, and 
the implementation of DO in token economy programs 
can be relatively easy (e.g., rewarding on-task behavior 
with a red token and rewarding the raising of a hand before 
answering with a blue token).

In conclusion, the present research provides initial evidence 
that deficits in delayed conditional discrimination learning in 
ADHD on a DMTS task can be attenuated by enhanced reward 
and DO manipulations. Our results have potential implications 
for the refinement of behavioral interventions for children with 
ADHD. These findings can, for example inspire adaptations 
to existing token economies in ADHD, and further testing 
of these adapted “differential outcomes” token economies 
versus “non-differential” token economies on proximal daily 
life outcomes in micro-trails (Staff et al., 2021). Further 
research should also be directed at a better understanding of 
the mechanisms through which increased reward and DO exert 
their beneficial effects on CDL performance.
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